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Transverse
ridgesare regionsof anomalously
highuplift that,run parallelto manyof the transformfattitsat mid-ocean
ridges.Previousmodelsof the formationof theseridgesgenerallyfail
to explainthe magnitudeof uphft (between1 and 8 km) or accountfor geophysical
observations

(whichindicatethat the ridgesare dynamically
uphftedby neutralor heavy,but not buoyant,
material).However,
thepotentially
largeMaxwellrelaxation
timeof thelithosphere
andthehigh
strainratesand finite deformationof transformfaultsimply that nonlinearviscoelasticity
may
playan importantrolein the formationof theseridges.Wepresentsimpletheoretical
andexperimentalmodelsof viscoelastic
flowbeneatha transformfattit to showthat the purelyhorizontal
motionof the fattit can generateverticaluplift typical of transverseridges.The theoreticalmodel

is of an infinitehalf-space
of fluid drivenfrom aboveby two platesmovingparalleland in oppositedirectionsto oneanother.The constitutive
relationfor the viscoelastic
rheologyis for a
second-order
fluid;i.e., nonlinearviscoelastic
effectsare treatedasperturbations
to Newtonian,
purelyviscous
flow. The theoreticalmodelnot onlypredictsthe two transverse
ridgesthat are
oftenobserved
on eithersideof the transformfault, but the centraltransformvalleythat separates them as well. For typical hthosphericflexural rigidity and deformationassociatedwith
transverseridges,the viscoelasticeffectprovidessufficientverticalstressto producethe observed

uplift. Further,the dynmnicuplift,is a purelymechanical
effect(i.e., it doesnot involvebuoyant
materiM)whichcorresponds
to geophysical
observations.
Theexperimental
modelis comprised
of

a viscoelastic
fluid(2%aqueous
solution
ofhighmolecular
weightcarboxymethylcellulose)
driven
by a rotatingplate. This is analogous
to a t.ransk,rmfattitbecause
the boundary
of a spiroting
circulartectonicplate (surrounded
by stationaryplates)is onecontinuous
transformfattit. The
experiment
produces
a largeridgeof fluidalongthe edgeof the platewith a shghttroughoutside
of the ridge; this result is qualitatively describedby a cyhnch-icalversionof of the above theoretical model. In conclusion,both experimental and theoreticalmodels show that when nonlinear

viscoelasticity
is accorotted
for, uphft characteristic
of transverse
ridgescaa•be generated
from
purely horizontal motion typical of transform faults.
INTRODUCTION

formationacrossthe transformfaults,alongwith the large
hthospheric
Maxwellrelaxationtime (i.e., a characteristic
Transverseridgesare an enigmaticfeature of the Earth's timeforelasticstresses
to berelaxedawaybyviscous
flow),
mid-oceanspreadingcenters. They are relatively narrow haveled us to considera newmodelconcerning
the purely

zonesof extremeuphft, with peaksrangingbetween1 and mechanicaleffectsof nonhnearviscoelasticity.We showwith
8 km above the seafloor,flanking many oceanictransform relatively simple theory and a laboratoryexperimenttl•at

faults(Figures1a and1b). Rocksalongtheseridgesmaybe nonhnear viscoelasticity can turn the horizontal motion of
elevated from beneath the seafloor to above the sea surface
transformfaultsinto verticaluphft that (in shape,size,and
to form islets such as St. Paul's Rocks near St. Paul's
correlationwith observations)
is highlysuggestive
of transFractureZonein the equatorialAtlanticOcean[Melsonand verse ridges.

Thompson,1971];other instancesof uphft to sealevel are
suggestedby wavecut platformsand corm reefs,suchas at

TransverseRidges: GeologicalObservations

the Romanche
FractureZonein the Atlantic[Bonattiand

Transverseridgesgenerallyoccuror are mostpronounced
Honnorez,1971, 1976; Honnorezet al., 1975; Bonatti and
at slowspreadingcenters(e.g.,the Mid-At]anticRidgewith
Chermak,1981; Bonatti et al., 1983; Fisher and Sclater,
spreadingvelocitiesof the orderof I cm/yr). Theseridges
1983;Dick et al., 1990].
can appearon both sidesof the transformfault (as at the

Previous
modelsof theformation
of theseridges(seebelow) do not accordwith eitherthe total amountof uplift or
geophysical
observations.The high strain rates (i.e., compared with typical geodynamicstrain rates) and finite de-

Romanche
FractureZone)or onesideof thefault (e.g.,the
VemaFractureZonein the AtlanticOcean)(Figurelb). At

Paper number 92JB00890.

slowspreadingcenters,thereis typicallyalsoa centraltransform valleycenteredalongthe transformfault. The valley
is typically4 to 5 km deepin relationto normalseafloor,
with the greatestdepths along the active transformfault
occurringin the nodalbasinsloca.tedat or near the ridge-
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Fig. I a. A three-dimensionalbathymetric image, made from high-resolutionSea Beam data, of the transverse
ridgesflanking the central transform valley at the Atlantis II Fracture Zone in the Indian Ocean.

While oceanic fracture zones typically extend beyond the

Previous

Models

activetransformfault regioninto the plate interiors(thereby
Since the first observation of transverse ridges, severM
xnarkingthe pMcotraceof the transform),transverseridges models have been developed to explain their presence, morgenerally do not. The opposingwalls of the fracture zone phology, and anomalous uphft. One of the earbest models
valley in these inactive fracture zoneshave very different origins: one wall having passedthrough the transform tectonic
zone, while the other has not. Transverse ridges, common
on transform and pMeotransfonn walls, are generally ab-

developed to explain the formation of the nodM basin in-

volvesviscousheadlossof a conduit (or sheet)of fluid passivelyupwelhngMonga spreadingcenter[Sleepand Biehler,
1970];i.e., the conduit •naintainsa negativehydrauhchead

sent alongnontransformwalls. Thus the origin of the ridges at the surface and thus a pressure low to sustain flow frown
is possibly hnked to the shearing •notion Mong transform the asthenosphereinto the conduit (in other words, the
faults.
ß
spreading •notion generates a suction force in the conduit
Transverseridgesthe•nselvesmay be continuous(e.g., at so that the conduit can be replenished).The negativehy-

the Verna Fracture Zone) or a seriesof undulationsMong
the length of the ridge (e.g., the Kane Fracture Zone in
the North Atlantic). Where the rift valley of the spreading center and the transform walls intersect, there is frequently great uphft, forming what is know as an "insidecorner high" which can,extend abovesealevel (e.g., St. Paul's
Rocks)[Melsonand Thompson,1971;Searleand Laughton,

drauhc head creates the rift valley Mong the spreading center
and is enhanced at the transform fault-spreading center in-

tersection(becauseadditionM•nateriM is being drawn frown
the conduit into the transform fault, thus a larger pressure

low is requiredto feed the conduit) to form the nodM basin.

MateriM carried out of the pressure low rebounds to hydrostatic equilibriu•n, creating the uphfted blocks on the rift
1977; Karson and Dick, 1983; Fox and Gallo, 1984; Sevring- valley walls and the transverse ridges the•nselves. This i•nhaus and Macdonald,1988]. The abundantexposureof plu- phes that the transverse ridges are isostatically supported
tonic rocks, particularly •nantle peridotites, over large re- and are thus nonnM crust that only appear to be ridges
gions along the lengths and crestsof •nany of these ridges by virtue of contrast with the centrM transform valley and
indicates unusual tectonic processesnot occurringat the ad- nodM basin. This would then i•nply that the ridges should
jacent •nid-oceanspreadingcenters[Dick et al., 1990].
essentially be of the sa•ne elevation as the rift valley walls;
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Fig. 1b. Cross-sectional
profilesof the transverseridge systemsat the Conrad and Islas Orcadasfracture zones

in the southwest
Indian Ocean[Sclateret al., 1978]andthe VernaandRomanche
fracturezonesin the Equatorial
Atlantic [Bonatti and Honnorez,1976].

as transverseridgesrise in someinstancesto sealevel, this
mechanismis probably not adequateto explain the formation of the ridges.

lantic and the Atlantis II Fracture Zone in the Indian Ocean

[Cochran,1973;RobbandKan½,1975;LoudcnandForsyth,
1982; J. Snow, personalcommunication,1990] showsthat
Basedon the frequentexposureof serpentinizedperi- theseridgesare not onlydynamically(i.e., nonisostatically)
dotite, which has a relativelylow densitycomparedwith supportedbut are compensatedat depth by heavy,not buoybasalt,gabbro,or mantle,a numberof authorshavesug- ant, material; i.e., although uplift is dynamic, it is not from
gested that ongoing serpentinizationof the mantle due to buoyancyforces. Seismicrefractionstudiesof theseridges
percolation of seawater down faults in the transform fault
have been hinderedby the rough•terrainand extremereregion would produce vertical uplift from both volume ex- lief, but what little data are availableconcurwith the gravpansionand buoyancycausedby the reductionin density ity data [Derrickand Purdy,1980;Abrams½tal., 1988j.
from hydrationof mantle rock [Bonatti, 1978; Macdonald Thus mechanismsinvolving isostatic compensationor dyet al., 1986; Dick et al., 1990]. While this mechanismmay namic support from buoyant material are more or lesspreaccountfor the smallmediantectonicridgealongthe floor cluded by the available data.
of the central transform valley, it cannot accountfor the
relief of the transverseridges, the existenceof the central

Onepossible
nonisostatic,
nonbuoyant
mechanism
forthe
formationof transverseridgesis lithosphericbucklingunder

transformvalley, and the fact that the ridgesconsistently compressional
stresses,
augmented
by thermalbendingmofl•nk the transformfault and the centraltransformvalley. ments,acrosstransforms[Wess½l,1990]. Plate reconstrucFurthermore, both this mechanism and that of viscoushead

tions of many fracture zones, however, demonstrate that

losssuggestthat the ridgesareisostaticallysupported.How- transient changesin spreading direction c•used the transever,examinationof the gravityfield overtransverseridges form faults to undergoextensionduring the formation of
at the Kane, Romanche, and Verna fracture zonesin the Atlarge transverseridges[Tucholkeand Schouten.,
1988; Dick
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et al., 1990]. Although lateral densityvariationsaccrossthe
fracture zone [Bonatti, 1978] can also causeuplift near a

tion r + t•Or/Ot = 2'q•, where r is a one-dimensionalstress

transform fault, they generally cannot induce the observed
large relief.
In summary, a successfulmodel of the formation of transverseridges should involve dynamic, yet nonbuoyant,uplift
of the oceanic lithosphere near transform faults. In the remainder of this paper, we present a new model basedon nonlinear viscoelastic deformation that satisfiesthese requirements in addition to generating the requisite topography.

Since the instantaneous

(and thus a scalar)and • is the one-dimensional
strainrate.
strain

rate

• is the same for both

linear and nonlinear viscoelastic theories, it is kept distinct
from other time rates of change. This theory is only valid
in the limit of infinitesimal deformation, or strain, and thus
is called linear since the constitutive

relation

is linearized.

When deformationis finite, as it is alongtransformfaults,
it is necessarywhen treating viscoelasticityto considerfinite
relative strain, which is a nonlinear function of the displace-

ment gradients[Malvern, 1969]. This leadsto a nonlinear
VISCOELASTICITY

Viscoelastic

deformation

occurs

when

a medium

under-

constitutive relation in which the partial time derivatives
of stress and strain rate from linear theory are replaced by

convectivetime derivatives[Bird et al., 1987];e.g., Or/Or in
goesirrecoverable(viscous)deformationyet still has mem- the constitutive relation for the Maxwell body is replaced
ory of past (elastic) deformations.Viscoelasticityis lessa by
materiM property than a characteristic of the time scaleover
which deformations occur. The relevance of viscoelasticity
is determined by the ratio of the Maxwell relaxation time
t• to the typical time scale for deformations, or fluid flow,

Dr

Dt {(Vv)
t ._r_
+r__.
(Vv)}

(1)

to occur tf; this ratio is the Deborah number De -- t•/t!
[Bird et al., 1987]. The Maxwell relaxationtime t• = •///•
(where • is a characteristicdynamic viscosityand /z is an
elastic modulus,typically the modulusof rigidity) is the

wherer_is the stresstensor,v is the velocityvector, D/Dr --

characteristic time for the relaxation of elastic stressesby

convectivederivativesare also possible[Bird et al., 1987].

O/Ot+ v. X7is the materialderivative,
and(Vv)t is the
transpose
of the velocitygradienttensor(Vv). Equation(1)
is the contravariant convective time derivative of r-; other

viscous
flow(i.e.,stresses
decayase-t/tr). Theflowtime

Physically, the convectivederivative representsthe time rate

scalet! is determinedby the velocitiesand geometryof the
deforming medium; e.g., fluid flowing at a maximum veloc-

of changeand advectionof the stressor strainrate fields(the
D/Dt term) and the rotation and deformationof thesefields
by the flow (the {-.} term).

ity v in a channel of width d has a time scale of deformation

tf = d/v; thus tf can alsobe considered
the inverseof the
characteristic strain rate. For De •

Nonlinear

viscoelastic

effects are well documented

in the

1, elastic stresses are

field of polymeric fluid dynamics. For the purposes of
relaxed away much faster than the medium is deforming this paper, the most important, and perhaps well known,
and hence the flow is almost purely viscous; this is typiare "rod-climb" [Garner and Nissan, 1946], the Quelleffekt
cally the case in most geodynamic settings, such as mantle [BShmeet al., 1985], and the secondaryflow in a diskconvection. Alternatively, for De )) 1, the medium be- cylinder configuration[Kramer and Johnson,1972; Hill,
haves as an elastic.

Viscoelastic

behavior

occurs when

De

1972; Nirschl and Stewart,1984]. Rod-climboccurswhen a

is neither •(1 nor ))1. In the Earth sciences,viscoelastic spinning rod is placed in a polymeric fluid' instead of fluid
behavior is primarily only treated when estimating the vis- spinning away from the rod under centrifugal acceleration,
cosity(and viscositystructure)of the Earth's mantlefrom it moves in toward and climbs up the rod. The Quellefdata on the postglacial rebound of high-latitude continen- fekt is a similar phenomenonwherein a disk spinning at the

tal bodies[Cathies,1975; Peltier, 1982; Yuenet al., 1982]. base of a cylinder of polymeric fluid causesthe surfaceof

At transformfaults,t• = 104-107years(basedon mate- the fluid to be deflected upward at the axis of the disk and
rial propertiesof the oceaniclithosphere)[Beaumont,1976; downward at the walls of the cylinder. The secondaryflow
Watts et al., 1982; De Bremaecker,1985],whichcan be much in a disk-cylinder configuration is virtually identical to the
larger than the value of t• for the Earth's mantle because
the lithosphere is relatively cold and has a very high viscosity. The flow or deformation time scale tf is typically the
inverse shear strain rate acrossthe transform fault; thus t!

Quelleffekt: a disk spinningon top of a cylinder of polymeric
fluid creates a secondary flow with a downward jet along
the disk axis and upwelling at the cylinder walls, opposite
in senseto what would be caused by centrifugal effectsin a
istypically105-106years[FoxandGallo,1984].(Weshowa NewtonJan fluid. It is easy to see that when the secondary
posterJorithat t i is basedon the strain rate acrossthe fault flow is turned upsidedown, it will causethe Quelleffekt. An
andnot anothertime scale.)Thereforethe Deborahnumber adaptation of the disk-cylinder experiment is in fact used
for transform faults can be of the order of I or greater, im- for our experimental model. From an intuitive approach,
plying that where continuousdeformation occursnear the these effects are essentiallydue to the elastic componentsof
faults, viscoelasticeffects may be considerable.
the fluid windingaroundthe axisof the rotor (analogous
to
The classical treatment of viscoelasticity in geophysics rubber bandswindingarounda spinningshaft), creatingan
is for linear viscoelasticity. This is usuMly modeled as a inward tensionwhichresultsin verticalstress(by the inward
combination of elastic springs and viscousdashpots which squeezingof the fluid) and henceuplift in the rod-chmbexlead to constitutive stress-strain relations involving partial perimentsand the Quelleffekt, and the secondaryflow in the
time derivativesonly (the strain rate, however,is the full disk-cyhnder experiment. For a review of these effects and

and not the partial time derivativeof the strain) [Bird et more, seeBird et al. [1987].
al., 1987; Turcotteand Schubert,1982]. A typical viscoelastic model is the Maxwell body with an elastic spring and a
viscous dashpot in series;this leads to the constitutive rela-

Nonhnear

viscoelastic

effects have also been considered in

severalgeophysical
contexts,suchas glacialflows[McTigue
et al., 1985; Man and Sun, 1987] as well as landshdesand
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granularflows [Savage,1984]. In thesestudies,nonlinear closely related to the Rivlin-Ericksen expansions;for an outviscoelastic

effects

are referred

to as normal

stress effects

line of the derivation of the ordered fluid approximation or

because
ofthefactthatnonlinear,viscoelasticity
allows
nor- Rivlin-Ericksenexpansions,see Tanner [1985, p. 133].
mal stresses to arise from

shear flows.

Finally, it should be emphasized that there is no known,
unique viscoelastic theology, linear or nonlinear, for the
Earth's lithosphere and mantle. We argue that nonlinear
viscoelastic effects may be important at transverse ridges

A second-orderfluid is a significant simplification, and
thus there are several limitations to its applicability. It
leads to spurious instability in unsteady flows and is not

a good approximationfor flowsaroundsharpcorners[Tanner, 1985]. Also, sinceit is a perturbationexpansionaround

because(1) the Maxwell relaxationtime of the lithosphere a Newtonian viscous constitutive equation, it is only valid
is possiblyquite large, (2) the deformationtime scalesof for small De.
If we set A• = A2 ---- A, we can exploit the threetransform faults are quite small, and (3) deformationat
transform faults is finite; the argument is based on time dimensionalflowtheoremof Giesekus[Giesekus,1963]which
scalesand on amplitude of deformation, not on any specific
rheology. Thus the theoretical and experilnental work presentedhere comprisesan idealized investigation of viscoelastic effectsas they might occur beneath transverseridges, but
they do not representa rigorousmodel of oceaniclithosphere

states that a velocity field that satisfiesthe Newtonian, in-

near a transform

can therefore

fault.

The models will account for normal

stressesgeneratedthrough nonlinear viscoelasticity,but not
for the effects of temperature- and stress-dependentviscosities that are normally associatedwith lithospheric material.
In this respect, it is important to note that under the strain
rates near a transform fault, the effectiveviscosityof the viscously deforming lithosphere may be much lower than the
surrounding, less rapidly deforming lithosphere becauseof

non-Newtonianpseudo-plasticbehaviorand/or shearheat-

compressibleequation for Stokes(i.e., creeping)flow also
satisfies the equation for Stokes flow of an incompressible
second-orderfluid; the pressuresand stressesof the Newtonian and second-order fluids, however, will be different. We
calculate

mine the resultant

a Newtonian

nonlinear

flow field

viscoelastic

and deter-

stress without

nec-

essarily determining any secondaryflow. However, we must
note that our assumptionthat )q = •2 = • • 0 cannot be
rigorously justified; this emphasizesthe importance of per-

forming laboratory experiments(discussed
in the following
section)to empiricallytest the validity of our assumptions.
As an aside, we note that it is not, in fact, necessaryfor
A1 = A2 for the Newtonian and second-order fluids to have

ing [Schubert
and Turcotte,1972;Forsythand Uyeda,1975]. the same velocity field. The rectilinear flow theorem of LanThese effects would tend to diminish the importance of vis- glois,Rivlin, and Pipkin [Pipkin and Rivlin, 1963;seeBird et
coelastic behavior by reducing De. For this present simple al., 1987]alsospecifies
that the two fluidswill havethe same
analysis, we will not considerthe effectsof variable viscosity
beneath the transform fault, although such effects must be
noted when drawing conclusionsfrom our simple models.
THEORETICAL

MODEL

flow field if the only nonzero component of the Cartesian ve-

locity vectorv_= (u, v, w)is u(y, z), v(x, z), or w(x, y), even
when A1 and A2 are independent of one another. However,
in the final analysis, the stressesproportional to A• are not
used in our problem; thus it is irrelevant which theorem we
use.

The Second-Order Fluid and Other Assumptions
Viscoelastic fluids are known to exhibit fairly exotic flows;

hencea rigoroustheoretical model of nonlinear viscoelastic
deformation would invariably require an involved numerical
calculation. However, for a first analysis, we use a theoreti-

cal model that is greatly simplifiedto facilitate a straightforward analytic solution. The constitutive relation we employ
is for a second-orderfluid [Bird et al., 1987]:

r_--2,(e_'
+ •.

- (Vv_)
t .e_'-•. (Vv_)+ 2.•e_'e_')(2)

Given the above assumptions and approximations, our

basicmethodologyis to (1) calculatethe velocityfield for
a Newtonian constant viscosity fluid beneath an idealized

transformfault, (2) use this velocityto calculatethe nonNewtonianviscoelastic
stresses
from equation(2), and (3)
use these viscoelastic stressesto determine the vertical uplifting stress beneath the transform fault.

NewtonJan ViscousFlow Beneath a Transform Fault

Our theoretical model configuration of a transform fault
is comprisedof two plates moving parallel and in opposite
directions to one another over an infinite half-space of fluid

wheree_'- «(Vv + (Vv_)
t) is thestrainratetensor,
and (Figure 2). The inner and outer edgesof the two plates
A• and A• are retardation ti•ne constants. (Retardation

time constants are analogous to t• except that they measure the retardation of a viscoelastic material's response to
an instantaneous

stress instead

of relaxation

of stress af-

ter an instantaneous strain; the retardation effect is characterized by the Kelvin-Voigt body in linear viscoelasticity;

see Turcotteand Schubert[1982].) It can be shownfrom
continuum mechanics considerations that A• • 0 and from

are separated by a distance 21 and 2L, respectively. The
region of width 21 separating the plates representsthe shear
zone of the transform fault. We assume that the velocity
everywhere is only in the direction of the plates' motion, the
y direction, and is only a function of depth z and distance x

perpendicularto the shearzone (the centerlineof the shear
zone is at x = 0). We also assumethat the velocityv0 at
the surface

z = 0 is a function

of x:

molecular theories that A• is also typically negative for an

undiluted systemof polymers[Bird et al., 1987]. A firstorder fluid (A• -- A•. -- 0) wouldsimplybe a Newtonian
viscousfluid; thus (2) containsthe lowestorder viscoelastic perturbation to purely viscous flow. The second-order
fluid approximation and higher-orderedapproximations are

v0() =

-V -L•_
x_•
-l
V

(S)

l_•x_•L

The functionf(•) is one of two simplefunctions.For the
first f(•)= f• (•) we assumethat l(( L, and thusvelocity
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rigidity. For example,if the surfaceis free (i.e., no flexural
ridigity), then the vertical stresscausesa hydrostatichead;

-L

-;

i.e., by continuity of vertical stressacrossz = O, Apgh = Przz, where Ap is the density contrast between the fluid and
overlying medium, g is gravity, h is the height of the uphft
above the surface, and we have assumedthat the overlying

+;

medium

is inviscid.

Proceeding,we use (2) (assumingsteady state) with
Z_-

),• = ),2 = ), < 0 to calculate the stress components r•,

.-oo

Fig. 2.

Schematic diagram of the theoretical model. See text

rz,, r•, in terms of the velocityv; thesewe insertinto (8).
The indefiniteintegral of (8) over ß (with the integration
constant

for discussion.

taken

to be zero such that

there

is no net or mean

uphft) yields an equationfor the vertical stress:

varieslinearly with x betweenthe plates;i.e., f•(x) = •/1.
However, this velocity profile creates discontinuitiesin velocity gradients which the second-orderfluid approximation
is poor at resolving. Thus to insure that suchdiscontinuities
do not cause spurious effects, we also try a smooth function;

i.e.,f(x)= f2(x)= •(3•/1- x3//3).
The Stokesequation (i.e., the force balanceequationfor
creepingflow) for an incompressible,constantviscosityNewtonian fluid without body forces is

(ov)/o (ovov)
]
(s)

With (6) substitutedfor v, we evaluate(9) at the surface
z = O, and after some algebra, we arrive at an expression
for the dimensionlessuphfting stressat the surface:

P-rzz

0 = -VP + •V•_

(4)
z=O

where P is the nonhydrostatic pressure. For flow in the
y direction, where there is no y dependence,this equation
is simply the two-dimension• h•rmonic equation for the •
component of the velocity r:
0• v

0• v

+
5oa;y

=o .

(5)

co,diios

v is finite as z •

-•,

=

•o oo
n=l

m=l

x{cos[(n
q-m)a'x/L]
q-m
--(1--6,•m)n
•cos[(n
•--m

- m)•rx/L]}

(10)
whereB,•(e) = b,•(e)-cos(na').When writtenin the manner
of (10), the nondimensionaluplift is relativelyinsensitiveto

e. Note that if

=

- •/•, then IAI•(V/I)2 - i•De2,

which implies that a De defined in terms of the strain rate

= 0

across the transform

the solution for v is

fault

is the relevant

Deborah

number

for this problem. (We mightjust as easilyhavenondimen-

P- r,• by
but then,sincethe right
v(•,z)=• 2•[b•(•)-cos(n•)]
sin
(n•/L)e
•/• (6a)sionalized
sideof (10) is insensitiveto •, the amplitudeof the dimensionless
uplift wouldbe proportionalto •-2, andthiswould

where

b•(•)
=

•'½[•in(•,½)
_cos(nw•)]
/(•)=/a(•)'

(S•)
• =l/L and we have assumedthat v0(•) is periodicwith
period 2L. Equation (6) reducesto the Fourier seriesfor
a step function(i.e., b•(•) • 1)in the hmit •
0. Th•
purely horizontal velocity field w• be used to cMculate the
vertical up•ft due to viscoelastic stresses.
Viscoelastic

Vertical

again verify that the width of the shear region determines
the magnitudeof the viscoelastic
stresses.)
When (10)is plotted versusz/1 (Figure 3), the curves
are functions of • only. However, the curves in fact vary

only slightly in amplitudeand shapewith • (for a given
b•(e) definedin (6b)); thus they are essentiallyrepresentative of uplift for any value of •. For the linear shear zone

(i.e., f(z)=

•/1 in dimensionless
units), two sharpridges

are predicted to occur at the inner boundariesof the plates,
and these ridges are separated by a smooth valley. For the

smooth
shearzone(i.e.,f(z)= «(3z/1- zø/l'•)),tworidges

Stresses

An equation for the total vertical stresses at the surface

of the fluid is obtainedby addingOr•/O• (whereril is the
component of stress acting in the j direction on surfaces

separatedby a valley again occur; yet the ridges are not
sharp peaks, which insures that the uplift is not a spurious
effect of velocity-gradientdiscontinuities. Comparingthe
two curves of Figure 3, one can see that the sharpnessand
amplitudesof the ridgesare partially determinedby the velocity gradientsin the vicinity of z - 4-1. This implies that

facing in the i direction) to both sidesof the x component
of the Stokesflow equation(written in termsof stressesand
independentof y):
the ridges can be asymmetric across the shear zone if the

o=

oP

+

or=

velocity gradients are different at z =-l

+

and • = 1.

A physicalunderstandingof how the ridgesand troughs
form can be gained by consideringthe direction of elastic

and rearranging:

stressesin the vicinity of the model transform fault. Both

0 (e-,,)= •(•
0
Oq

- •)+

.

(S) viscousand elasticstressesopposethe motion of the plates;

yet the elasticstressalsohas a componentof tensionperpenThe totM verticM stressP- r• causesuphft at the surface, dicular to the plate motion. This can be seenby imagining
and the amount of uphft depends on the surface's flexurM

a rubber band at someangle0 to the plate edges(either
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because v decays with depth within a characteristic length
proportional to the horizontal wavelength of the surface ve-

locity field (see(6)). Far from the fault, the surfacevelocity
field is smooth, hence the dominant horizontal wavelength
is large; in the vicinity of the fault, the velocity field has
a horizontal wavelength characteristic of the fault width.
Therefore the velocity field decays much more rapidly with

0.50 -

0.25

depth beneaththe fault than far from the fault (physically,
because the high strain rates beneath the fault are much

harderfor the fluid to support),leadingto a larger absolute
value of Ov/Oz (and thus greatervertical elastictension)in

o.oo

the vicinity of the fault. The trough occursbecausethe ver-

tical shear goesto zero at the fault itself (i.e., x = 0) since
v = 0 there. Therefore the maximum vertical shear (and
thus the maximum vertical elastic stress)occursnear the
fault

-0.50

-

-0.75

-

-1.00

but

not on the fault

itself

where

there

is a local

min-

imum in [Ov/Oz[;sincethe systemis symmetricabout the
fault (i.e., the resultsof this analysisshouldnot dependon
whetherwe are lookingup or downthe strike of the fault),
there must be two identical maxima in [Ov/OzI on either

-

-2

i

i

i

-1

0

1

2

Fig. 3. Nondiznensional
uplift (in termsof verticalstress)versus
nondimensionaldistance a:/l (such that the shear zone always
occursin the region -1 _<a•/l _< +1) for the theoretical model
with e = 0.25 and a velocity profile across the shear zone at the

side of the fault and thus two symmetric peaks. This physical explanation is lacking, however, because it imphes a
secondary flow while the above theory does not account for
secondary flow. However, later we will see that the secondorder fluid theory essentially predicts the uphft as if there
were secondary flow.

Induced Uplift and Lithospheric Flexure

surfacethat is eitherhnear (sonaline) or smooth(a•shealine). •n
both cases,the seriessolutionof (10) is truncated at n, m = 500,

To compare the theoretical results with geophysical observations, we first determine what stresses are approxi-

whereas the series converges for n, m > 200.

mately necessaryto generatethe observeduplift of a transverse ridge. We first assumethat in the region of the fault
itself-l
<_ x <_ l, the hthosphere is comprised of highly
sheared and loose material of httle or no flexural rigidity.
In this region, the downwarping leading to the transform
valley merely results from hydrostatic compensation of the

in or out of the plane of the plates) being stretchedby the
shearingznotionsuchthat it has tensionT alongits length.
The elastic stressopposingthe plate •notion is T cosO, and
the tension perpendicular to the plate edgesis T sin0. The
latter tension exerts a stress on the fluid directed perpen-

dicular to the plate edges;this tension can drive fluid flow
at right angles to the direction of plate •notion. For ex-

ample,vertical shearOv/Oz stretchesa hypotheticalrubber
band dipping down into the fluid, causing a vertical tension which pulls fluid upward. Similarly, horizontal elastic

downward

viscoelastic

normal

stresses.

The

more

restric-

tive uplift occurs at the flanks of the fault zone, where the
hthosphere is bent upward. For an order of magnitude calculation, we assume that the uplift of either flank of fault
zone is due to a hue load applied at the free edge of the

plate. The relation betweena hue load I4/(units of newtons
tensionacrossthe fault (inducedby horizontalshearOv/Ox per meter) apphedto the edgeof a brokenhthosphericplate
stretchinga rubberband placedacrossthe fault) drivescon- and the resultingflexural uphft h is [Turcotteand Schubert,
vergentflow toward x = 0 and thus a downwellingmotion 1982, p. 127]
(or equivalently
a pressure
low),with subsequent
downward
W- Apgo•h
(11)
deflection, occurs at x = 0.

However,not all the elastic tensionsinducedby the vari- where Ap is the density contrast between the mantle and
ousshearingmotionscontributeequallyto the net uplifting overlying water and g is gravitational acceleration. The flexstresses.

Close examination

of the three terms on the left

sideof (9) showsthat the secondterm (proportionalto rzz
or (Ov/Oz)2) is primarilyresponsible
for the shapeandamphtude of the uplift; this term representsthe vertical stress
induced by the stretching of the elastic component of the
fluid under vertical

shear. The other terms make a smaller

ural wavelength c• is given by

a-- 3(1--•,)Apg

(12)

where d is the thickness of the hthospheric plate being bent

and • is Poisson's
ratio. Usingvaluesof Ap = 2300kg/ma,
enhancesthe trough betweenthe peaks,while g = 10 m/s•', It -- 28 GPa, • = 0.25 [Turcotteand Schuthe third term reduces the amphtudes of both the trough bert, 1982], and d -- i km (for a characteristichthospheric
and peaks but is much smaller than the first two ternis. thicknessnear the ridge axis), we find that c•= 5736 m; the

contribution to the net stress: the first term on the right

side (r•)

Therefore the lateral variation in uplift leading to the ridgevalley-ridge surface morphologyis primarily due to lateral

typical uplift h for a transverse ridge is of the order of 1

variation

therefore require W = 132 GPa m.

in the vertical

shear. This lateral

variation

occurs

km (thoughit may reachextremesof 8 kin), for whichwe
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To relate the line load to the viscoelastic stress, we estimate 14r by calculating the area of the curve beneath one

viscously,not by discontinuousfailure. However, given the
approximate nature of the theoretical model and the uncerof the positiveflankson the normalstresscurve(Figure3). tainty in the above flexure calculation, this inconsistency is
As eitheroneof theseflanks(for either the hnearor smooth marginal and does not necessarily preclude the viscoelasshear zones)is nearly a triangle, we approximatethe hue tic mechanism. If sufficient viscoelastic uphft could occur
load by the relation
with viscositiesshghtly lessthan the above range, suchthat
rx• < 1 GPa, then the hthosphere would, at worst, fail

W=2-•max(P-

(13)

plastically(sincethe plastic yield stressis of the order of
100 MPa); sincethe medium would deform viscouslyafter
where lib is the basewidth of the triangle, and we estimate plasticfailure (e.g., asin a Binghammodelfor a plasticfluid
b to be 2.8 and 1.3 for the linear and smooth shear zones, [Bird et al., 1960]), there wouldbe no inconsistency
(at least
respectively.(The basewidth is determinedby fitting a tri- with respectto shearstresses).
angle to either positive hump of the stresscurve, truncating

the tails that occuras x • +L.) It shouldbe notedthat
the hue load approximationis best when l/(2b) << a and
fails outright if 1/(2b) > a, as the flexuralresponseto the
normalstressmax(P- rzz) wouldthen be greaterthan the
hydrostaticresponse(for whichmax(P- rzz) = Apoh).
From Figure 3, the maximum stressis

max(P- r•z) = &t•
where

t,,lV•
2

& is 0.75 and 0.63 for the hnear

and smooth

sitear

dergoes orders of magnitude change acrossthe lithosphere,
it is unclear what the most appropriate choice is for viscosity r/. The choice for the fault half-width 1 is also vague,
as there is no well-defined shear zone and the observedgeometry of the transverse-ridge systems is hkely influenced
by flexural damping. Thus we simply determine the vis-

cosity necessaryto generatethe uphft h = 1 km (or hue
load W = 132 GPa m) for a rangeof fault widthsin which
<

1 <

10 km.

It

should

be noted

that

even though the viscoelasticnormal stressesof the theoretical model are symmetric acrossthe fault and uniform along
the fault, the uphft will diminish with hthospheric age and
be asymmetricacrossthe fault where there is an age offset,
as is typically observedat transverseridges.
EXPERIMENTAL

(14)

zones,respectively,and we have assumedthat I1For plate velocity,we use V- 5 cm/yr. Sinceviscosityun-

1 km

Finally, it is worth noting that for a constant hue load,

the uphfth decreases
with platethickness
asd-3/4. Thus

while

the

line load approximation is sufficient at. 1 = 1 km, it worsens

as 1 --• 10 km; yet, for all fault widths, 1/(2b) < a if not
<<a. For these fault widths, and the two shear zone cases,

the necessary
visosityliesin the range2 x 1021Pas <_r/<_
1x 1022Pa s, whicharereasonable
mantleviscosities.
(Obvisously,a changein plate velocity V by a factor c will change
the hatits of the viscosity range by a factor l/c, while
changein uplift h by a factor c' will changethe hmits by

MODEL

Because of the limitations of the second-order fluid
proximation and to test the validity of assumptions made

in our theoretical mode], we have experimentMly examined
nonlinear viscoelastic uplift in a real fluid. However, it
should be noted that neither the experimental test fluid nor
Earth materials have precisely known or unique viscoelastic
theologies;thus there is not necessarilya real analogy between the test fluid and the Earth's hthosphere. The experimentsdescribedhere are meant to demonstratea rather general viscoelasticeffect, i.e., the generationof normal stresses
from si,nple shearing flow, and to verify that the theory

doescorrectlydescribeviscoelastic
behavior(at leastqualitatively); they are not meant to representa rigorousmodel
of the Earth's lithosphere.
Our experimental model has a different configuration
from that of the simple theoretical model presented above.
The model is comprisedof a disk of radius Ra spinning at
angular frequency • on the surface of a viscoelastic fluid

of depth H containedin a cylinder of radius Rc (Figure
4a). This model is analogousto a tectonic plate with
transform fault becausethe boundary of a spinning circu-

a factorx/•7. Giventhe typicalvariabihtyof V and h, the lar tectonicplate (surroundedby stationaryplates) is one
viscosityrangeis fairly robust.) Thus the viscoelastic
mech- continuous transform fault. Thus the spinning disk model
anism can generate the requisite uphft given the available

essentiallyisolates the plate's motion along the transform

mantle and/or lowerhthosphereviscosities.In fact, as titere

fault. (It could also be said that the rotating disk repre-

is, to our knowledge, no information about mantle viscosity inherent in the theoretical model or the above rough

sentsthe purely rotational motion of fluid in the shearregion

calculation,it is intriguing(or coincidental)that r/ should

The viscoelastic fluid is comprised of a 2% aqueous
solution of high molecular weight carboxymethylcellulose

be so close to an actual mantle viscosity. However, it is
by no means certain that the viscosity of the lithosphere beneath the fault is actually within or over the aboverange; as
was mentioned previously, shear heating or non-Newtonian
pseudo-plasticity may cause the effective viscosity to be well
below this range.
One apparent inconsistency is that if the above viscosity range is assumed, excessive horizontal shear stress

-l < x < 1 of the theoreticalmodel.)

(CMC). (The exact CMC aqueoussolutioncontains220
g of dry CMC 7H3S [AqualonCompany,1989] per 1 L of
isopropyl alchohol, to suspend and disperse CMC particles

prior to solutionin water, per 10 L of distilledwater.) CMC
is a cellulosegmn usedin the cosmetics,foods, and pharmaceutical

industries

as an emulsion

stabilizer

and thickener.

Highmolecularweight(or highviscosity)CMC at theseconr• u • ,/l/•l is generatedbeneath the fault. For the chosen centrations is highly viscoelastic,which can be witnessedby

velocity, viscosities and fault widths, the shear stresshes in
the range 1 GPa < rxu < 5 GPa while rocksundergobrittle

its recoil after stirring. However, the long polymers that
provide CMC with elasticity also cause its viscosity to be

failure at approximately1 GPa [Ranalii, 1987];for the vis-

non-Newtonianshearthinning (becauseof the ahgnmentof
polymersin shearflow) overa certainregimeof stress-strain

codastic mechanism to exist, the hthosphere must deform
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tween the disk and fluid. This is necessary because at first
the shear thinning property of CMC causes the disk and
fluid to decouple. However, at high rpm, the normal upward

stresses(due to viscoelasticuplift) build rapidly to a critical
value where a secondary flow begins that couples a larger

volumeof fluid to the disk (by mixing high-momentumfluid
with stationaryfluid). Oncethe fluid is fully coupledto the
disk, a ridge of uphfted fluid appears at the edge of the disk.
Figure 4b shows a schematic of the fluid flow in the experiment as inferred from observations of particle motions in
the fluid. Figure 5 displays photographs of the actual experiment. Although the ridge width and amplitude depend
on the rpm of the disk, the ridge is typically 2-4 cm wide by
1 - 2 cm tall. At a some critical rpm the ridge dissappears
altogether, while at the maximum rpm, the hydrostatic pressure in the ridge eventually forces the fluid to flow in toward
the shaft, inundating the disk. Finally, outside of the ridge
a shght trough can often be observed.
For comparison, the same experiment was carried out
with pure Karo corn syrup, known for being purely viscous

with a Newtonian (albeit temperature-dependent)viscosity.
The surface of the syrup was unaffected by the rotating disk,
except at high rpm centrifugal acceleration created a shght
parabohc uplift at the wall of the cyhnder. Thus we can
safely conclude that the uphft at the disk's edge in the experiment with CMC is due to viscoelasticity.
A crucial point about the apphcability of viscoelasticity to deformation at transform faults is whether De equals

trde (where de is the strain rate acrossa shear zone such
as a transformfault) insteadof, say,trFt (Ft is analogous
to
the angular frequency of the tectonic plate rotating about

its Euler pole). Only if the formeris true will viscoelasticity
be relevantat transformfaults (becausefor a tectonicplate,
t•f• << 1). Althoughthe thicknessof the shearzoneappears
in the theoretical model, an experimental verification that
the relevant De is proportional to d• and not Ft is desirable.
Thus we run the disk-cyhnder experiment with CMC with

disksof different size •vhile maintaining the same Ra/H ratio. (The R•/Rc ratio probablyhasno seriouseffectbecause
the flow decays rapidly with radius r such that fluid motion
ceaseswell before r = R•; thus, in essence,there are negh-

gible edgeeffectsand R• could effectivelybe infinite.) We
assumethe ridge first appears at some critical De = D½• for

all the trials. With differentdisks,we locatethe f• (i.e., the
rpm) at which uplift first occurs. If De = t•], then uphft
Fig. 4. (a) Sd•ematic diagram of the disk-cylinderexperimental
apparatusand { b) a sketchof fluid •notion in the experi•nentas
inferred from particle motions. See text for discussion.

rate space.If the constitutiverelation in the shearthinning

regimeobeysan Ostwald-deWaele (i.e., powerlaw) model
d • •.n (whereshearthinningimpliesthat n > 1), then n
would be between 1.4 and 3 [Metznet, 1956]. The upper
and lower asymptotes on viscosity as d -• 0 and •

for a 1%

should occur at the same rpm for all cases. Alternatively,

if De = t•e, then sincede • •]Rd/(R•-

minimu,n uplift (Table 1). Therefore from an experimental
perspective, De = t•de is the relevant Deborah number.
TABLE 1. Disk Angular Frequency(rpm) at the First
Appearance of the Ridge in the Disk-Cylinder
Experiment for Different Disk Radii Rd and

solutionare 2800 centipoise(cP) and 1000cP, respectively;
a 2% solution'sviscositiesare approximatelya factor of 4 or
5 larger than these[AqttalonCornpan!t,
1989].

Ratios of Disk Radius to Fluid Depth lqd/H

Approximately 10 L of the CMC solution are placed in a
plexiglasscylindrical drum of radius Rc = 12 cm. A circular

tqd/H
I

plastic disk attached to the shaft.of a variable speedBodine
motor is lowered into the cyhnder such that the disk rests
on the surfaceof the fluid. The motor is spun up to its max-

imumrevolutions
per minute(rpm) to enhancecouphugbe-.

Rd) dependson

, the size of the disk, a larger disk will require a lower rpm
to create the ridge. The latter case in fact occurs: as the
disk radius increases, a smaller Ft is required to generate the

tqd, cm

Frequency
(at Onsetof Ridge),rp•n

Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

4.7

22

20

20

Trial 4

1

6.0

14

14

13

13

1/ 2
1/2

4.7
6.0

30
22

29
19.5

30
19

30
19

19.5

The revolutionsper minute (rpm) listed are not for the disk
itself but for the low gear shaft on the Bodine motor.
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Photograph of the disk-cylinder experiment with carboxymethylcellulose. See text for discussion.

Fig. 5.
THEORETICAL

DESCRIPTION

OF EXPERIMENT

To test the validityof the theoreticalmodel,we presenta
cylindrical versionof the model for tile experiment described
above. •Ve do not intend to match the experiment exactly
becausea shear thinning rileologycannot be describedby
a second-orderfluid which assumesa constantviscosity.A

higher-orderfluid [Ta•er,

1985; Bird et al., 1987] may be

more appropriate; yet the flow theorems that aJlow us to
use NewtonJan velocity fields in the viscoelastic model are
only valid for a second-orderfluid. Thus we only seek to
show that the theory qualitatively predicts the experimentally observed uplift.
We assume that the flow in the experiment is cyhndrically
axisymmetric, in which case the tangential component of
tile Stokes equation for an incompressible constant viscosity
Newtonian

fluid

Cmn
--{,]1
(knTm)

,]1(kn'rm)kncoth(knH)

0 1 0(rv)

0•v

Orr Or -b•z• -- 0

(15)

where v is the tangential velocity. The solution to this equation with no slip boundary conditions at the base z = 0 and
the wall of the cylinder r - R• is

Rd __•Tm__•Rc '

B,•--{ 09r,• 0
_•
_•
Rd
•r,,.
rm
•Rd
Rc
and rm • (m-

1)R•/(N-

(17c)

1) are the radial collocation

points. A truncation level of N • 20 creates a well-resolved

solutionfor v(r,z); yet N • 40 is requiredfor the strfin
rates

and viscoelastic

stresses to be well resolved.

This solutionfor v is insertedinto (2) with A• - A2= A •
0, and the resulting stress components are substituted into

the equationfor vertical stress(i.e., the cylindricalanalog
to (s))
1987]-

O(•_•)_

O•

is

0__<
Tm
__•
Rd

O(•_•)+

•

•--•00
• Orr•
r
Oz . (lS)

The indefiniteintegrMof (18) overr yieldsthe verticaluplift
(in terms of stress)as a function of r; this relation, evMuated near the surface, is shown in Figure 6. A sharp ridge
is predicted to occur just inside of r -- Ra, and a trough

with slightlysmMleramplitudeoccursjust outsidethe disk.
Although both a ridge and a sma• trough occur in the ex-

periment,both occurat r • Ra. However,the disk is rigid,

v(r,
z)=• A,,J,
(k•r)
sinh(k•z)
(16)which may cause secondary effects, such as the extrusion
sinh
(k• H )
where J• is a Bessel function of the first 'kind and first order,

the k• are the roots of the equationJ• (kR•) = O, and the
A• are the coefficients of the Bessel series. The boundary
conditions at z - H require that the tangential velocity

v - •r for 0 _• r _• Ra (i.e., no slip beneaththe disk) and
Ov/Oz - 0 for Ra _• r _• R• (i.e., free slip betweentile
disk edgeand the cylinderwall). The coefficients
A• can be
found numerically via collocationby truncating the seriesin

(16) at n - N and solvingthe linearset.of N equations
N

• C,mAn
--B,•,m--1,...,N
wilere

of fluid &ore under the disk. The theory at least predicts
that a ridge and sm•er trough occur near the edge of the
disk. This correlates with the QueHeffekt and experiments
to study the secondary flow in a disk-cylinder configuration

(however,in these systemsthe disk extends to the cylinder wall; hence the effects leading to the trough are not

observed). The theoreticalmodel also adequatelypredicts
stressesin the presence of secondary flow even though the

theory doesnot accountfor secondaryflow.
DISCUSSION

In summary,we haveshownthat becauseof tile relatively

(17a) high strain rates, potentially large Maxwell relaxation time,

and finite deformation in tile transform fault environment,
nonlinear viscodasticity may play an important role in the
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2.0

in the vicinity of the transformfault (although,if the ductile
lithosphereis pseudo-plasticor softenedfrom shear heating,
thesetwo quantitiesare not necessarily
independent).Any

1.5-

event which broadens the zone of transform shear, or lowers
the effective viscosity of the mantle beneath the transform
fault, may inhibit formation of a transverseridge. The width
of the shear zone may be very sensitive to the state of stress

0.5

existing acrossa transform fault which can vary radically
with transient changesin spreading direction from compressive to tensile. Furthermore, at slow-spreadingridges mantle
flow beneath the ridge axis is believed to be highly nonuniform with mantle upwelling believed concentrated at regularly spaced points along the ridge axis [Whitehead et al.,

1984]. This should be accompaniedby significantlateral
variations in mantle temperature beneath the ridge axis.
In the case where a center of mantle upwelling is situated
closeto a ridge transform intersection, this nfight sufficiently
lower the effective viscosity to elinfinate the viscoelastic ef-

fect and inhibit the formation of a transverseridge for long
periods of time.
These simple models also do not account for the vertical
viscosity structure of the lithophere and especially the asthenospherewhere viscosity is low enough to possiblyelim-1.5
'
,
,
,
,
0.0
0.2
0.4 Rd/l• 0.6
0.8
1.0 inate viscoelastic effects. However, the velocity and stress
fields beneath the transforxn fault decay away within a depth
r/Rc
approximately equal to the dominant horizontal wavelength
Fig. 6. Nondimensionaluplift (in terms of stresses)versusdi- of thesefields (see (6a)) which is the typical width of the
mensionless radius for the theoretical model of the disk-cylinder
transform fault, between 1 and 10 kin. Thus the important
experiment. The curve is derived from the integration of (14) viscoelastic stressesare probably generated within a narrow
(With Ra/Rc = 0.5, H/Rc = 1 and the integration constant region in the lower lithosphere.
constrainedsuch that no uplift occursat r = 0) evaluatedat
Transverseridges also do not occur at all transform faults:
z = 0.95H; this depth was chosenbecause at z = H the velocity
gradientsare nearlydiscontinuous
at r = Rd (i.e., at r/Rc - 0.5) they are generally most pronounced at slow spreading cenwhich compromisesthe validity of the second-orderfluid approx- ters. While this is contrary to our hypothesis that visimation. The Bcssel function series solution for the uplift is trun-

cated at n = 160, whereasthe solutionis well resolvedfor n > 40.
The vertical dashed line shows where r = R d.

formation of transverse ridges. We have further demon-

codastic effectscan cause transverseridges (becauseDe
should theoretically be larger at a faster spreading ridge

and thus causegreater viscoelasticstresses),fast spreading
ridges have hotter, thinner lithospheres,effectivelyreduc-

ing the region in which viscoelasticdeformation may occur.
Furthermore, becauseof higher strain rates at fast spreading
ment that nonlinear viscoelasticitycan turn the purely hor- ridges, viscous flow will not predonfinate over brittle failure
izontal motion of transform faults into vertical uphft char- until considerablylower viscosities,nearer to the asthenoacteristicof transverseridges:not only doesthe uphft have sphere; thus the region where viscoelastic effects can occur
the approximate shape and amphtude of a transverseridge, may be confined to a much narrower region than for slower
it arises from dynamic yet nonbuoyant support, in accord spreadingridges,and possiblyeli•ninatedaltogether.
with geophysicalobservations.
Nonlinear viscoelasticity does not obviate previous modHowever, there are several caveats and drawbacksto our els of transverse ridges. We simply offer this effect as a posmodel that are worth enumerating. First, we must reiterate sible explanation for an enigmatic phenomenon. Whether or
that the viscosities required for the viscoelastic mechanism not viscoelastic stressesare the cause of transverse ridges is
to be significant may lead to excessiveshear stressbeneath perha.ps a minor point; that they can cause the ridges is an
the fault zone. Furthermore, the viscoelastic effect will be important indication that a heretofore unexplored dynamic
diminished if the high strain rates of the transform fault mechanism may be at play at narrow plate boundaries. Bereduce the effective viscosityof ductile lithosphere benea.th causeof their high strain rates, large tr (due to the high
the fault through pseudo-plasticityor intenseshear heating. viscosityof the lithosphere),and finite deformation,narrow
Second,the theoretical model is two dimensional,inherently plate boundaries(not just.transformfaults) are goodcandisymmetric about the transform fault, and time indepen- dates for maintaining nonlinear viscoelastic phenomena.
dent. Across-fault asymmetries and tnonotonic along-strike
Acknowlcd#rncnts.We are especially grateful to John A.
variations in the transverseridges may be accountedfor by Whitehead, Jr., for helpful discussionsand advice concenxing
changesin elastic plate thicknessdue to age variations and both theoretical and laboratory efforts. We also wish to tha•tk
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for photographs of the laboratory experiments, and Patrick V.
lations along the ridge crests. Even so, it tnay be possibleto Rossiello of the Aqualon Company, who provided helpful inforexplain these three-dimensionalfeatures by consideringthat mation and complementary samples of CMC. This work was supthe viscoelastic effect is very sensitive to the width of the ported by the W. M. Keck Marine Geodynamics program at the
transformshearzoneandthe viscoslty
of ductilehthosphere Woods Hole OceanographicInstitution (WHOI); the majority of

strated with both a simpletheory and a laboratory experi-
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this study was performed during the first author's postdoctoral
fellowship at WHOI.
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